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Abstract
Clusters greatly influence thermophysical properties of near critical gases. The cluster structures of supercritical fluids in general and Carbon Dioxide especially are
important for the advanced supercritical fluid technologies and analytics development. The paper extends to near critical densities the developed earlier methods to
extract the clusters’ properties from Online Electronic Database of NIST on thermophysical properties of fluids. This Database contains a hidden knowledge of cluster
fractions’ properties in real gases. The discovered earlier linear chain clusters dominate at intermediate densities. Their properties can be extrapolated to high density
gases, thus opening the way to study large 3D clusters in near critical zone. The potential energy density of a gas, cleared from the chain clusters’ contribution, reflects
only the 3D clusters’ characteristics. A series expansion of this value by the Monomer
Fraction density discovers properties of n-particle 3D clusters. The paper demonstrates a discrete row of 3D clusters’ particle numbers and gives estimations for bond
energies of these clusters.
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1. Introduction
Supercritical Fluids (SFs) open wonderful possibilities for advanced chemical technologies [1]-[4] and for precise analytical methods [5]-[7] development. These technologies
permit to extract needed components from solid and liquid substances, including
pharmaceutical products [8], plant products [9]-[11], technological waste products
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[12], nuclear waste materials [13]. They improve effectiveness of the polymerization
processes [4] [12] and catalysts production [14]. In analytical methods SF technology
improves the selectiveness of needed products [5]-[8]. The extraction of aromatic substances from leaves and flowers based on clusters in SFs provides a good selectivity and
preserves fragrances.
High effectiveness of SF technologies is due to a favorable mixture of properties apparent to both liquids and gases. Among favorable properties of liquids for SF technologies is the high solubility of condensed substances in SFs and among favorable properties of gases is their high diffusivity. The co-acting together of these phenomena permits to extract volatile components from solid or liquid matter and quickly remove
them from the extraction zone [1]-[4]. This feature is based on the heterogeneous
structure of SFs, consisting of clusters, similar to liquid droplets [15] and freely flying in
gaseous zones, or pores and bubbles, filled by gas, in the liquid-like zones [16] [17].
The penetration into the Cluster World is a fascinating endeavor! But the heterogeneity of SFs complicates the ab initio cluster models extension from dilute to dense
gases. Only the inverse way [16]-[22] to study clusters in the SF structures basing on the
extra precise experimental thermophysical data [23] has proven to be very effective and
informative!
The paper develops the computerized analysis [16] [18] of precise thermophysical
data for pure dense gases, contained in the NIST (National Institute of Standards and
Technology, USA) Thermophysical Properties of Fluid Systems Database [23]. A high
precision of this Database reveals hidden properties of 3D clusters via computer
processing of experimental data [19] [20] [24]. The developed methods use the series
expansion of precise thermophysical functions [25] by the Monomer fraction density
[26]. Due to high precision and smooth character of data from the Database [23] the
divergence of the inverse problem results at searching for hidden parameters [27] had
been successfully overcome.
To escape from possible errors, the research is based on the Hybrid Intellect method
[19] of the big data computerized analysis. The method develops the Visual Analytics
[28] and Heuristic Method [29] approaches in application to thermophysical data
processing. The method is based on the active researcher-computer interaction during
the big data analysis. The graphical analysis of intermediate results stimulates the brain
work in searching for better data processing algorithms [19] and provides a correct explanation of discovered phenomena. On this way it got possible to discover a number
of unknown before features of molecular interactions in dilute and dense gases and supercritical fluids [19]-[21].
A large role of clusters in SF technologies and analytics was described in works [30]
[31]. The step-by-step movement from dilute gases to supercritical fluids discovers the
chain clusters [32], which contribution to potential energy of a gas may be extrapolated
to large densities, thus permitting to analyze the large 3D clusters [16] [17] [33]. This
paper demonstrates the mass spectrum of large 3D clusters in the near critical zone of
Carbon Dioxide. The mass action law [34] applied to the potential energy density
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provides estimations for average numbers of particles in dominating 3D clusters at different densities of a gas. The temperature dependence of the corresponding equilibrium
constants provides estimations for clusters’ bond energies.

2. The Basics of the Method
2.1. The Equations for Density and Pressure of a Pure Gas
The developed computerized analysis [16] [18] [24] of precise thermophysical data is
based on the series expansion of thermophysical functions by the Monomer fraction
density Dm [27]. This variable means the density of basic particles of a monocomponent
gas in zones, where they do not interact with other particles of a gas. Basic particles of a
pure fluid keep their chemical identity, independently on their interactions with other
particles. The thermophysical properties of pure fluids in the NIST database [23] are
referred to a mole (M) of basic particles.
Statistical Physics [35], Statistical Mechanics [36], and Thermal Physics [37] [38]
open a wonderful possibility [18] [21] [24]-[26] to find the Monomer fraction density
Dm from the isothermal dependence of the total density of basic particles D on pressure
P [26]:
∂Dm ∂P =
Dm

( RTD ) .

(1)

Figure 1 shows the Monomer fraction density Dm, the density of free moving particles Dp = P/RT (ideal gas density) and the total density of basic particles D for the near
critical CO2.
The difference between the total density D and the Monomer fraction density Dm is
the density of basic particles included in different cluster fractions. The density of clusters in the n-particle cluster fraction corresponds to the mass action law [34] and is
equal to:
(2)

Dn = Cn Dmn ,

where Cn is the coefficient of the n-order term of Dp = P/RT series expansion by Dm, C1
= 1.
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Figure 1. Density (thick blue line), Ideal gas density Dp = P/RT (thin red line), Monomer fraction
density Dm (dashed green line) versus pressure in the Carbon Dioxide at supercritical T = 312 K.
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The density D sums partial densities of the Monomer and all cluster fractions. It is
reflected [19] [21] in the system of Equations (3) and (4) for D and P, with Dn given by
Equation (2).
D=
ΣnDn =
ΣnCn Dmn ,

(3)

P = RT ΣDn = RT ΣCn Dmn .

(4)

2.2. The Clusters’ Properties Extraction from the
Potential Energy Density
This research utilizes the potential energy density of a gas to estimate the bond parameters of clusters and equilibrium constants for the cluster fractions. We define the
potential energy of a gas U(T, P) as the difference between the Internal energy E(T, P)
of a real gas and the Internal energy E(T, 0) of an ideal gas at the same temperature
[25]. The defined so potential energy reflects all changes of the real gas Internal energy
with pressure, Figure 2.
To apply the mass action law [34] to the potential energy we use its positive density:
W(T, P) = −DU(T, P). The series expansion coefficients Wn(T) reflect the contributions
of n-particle complexes in the W(T, P). Among these complexes dominate the
n-particle clusters, but may be also the n-particle elastic collisions of monomers or elastic collisions of monomers with smaller clusters. For this reason, we have to separate in
the Wn(T) coefficients the contributions of physical clusters and virtual clusters reflecting the elastic collisions of monomers with smaller clusters and with each other [19][21].
We expand in series by powers of Dm the W2+ (T, P) function [15] at a constant T,
Figure 3:
(5)

W2+ = W Dm2 .

The sign “+” means that we deal with a function, but not with the second order coefficient:
=
=
W2 limit
(W2+ ) at Dm 0.

(6)
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Figure 2. The potential energy of the carbon dioxide at supercritical T = 307 K.
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Figure 3. The divided by Dm2 potential energy density of CO2 at T = 307 K.

At small densities we can find the first three coefficients for dimers: W2, trimers: W3,
and tetramers: W4. The errors in the Wn values estimation grow with the order of the
expansion term.

2.3. Estimation of the Clusters’ Bond Energies
We have discovered for many pure gases the zones of temperature, where the Wn coefficients obey to the Boltzmann law. In these zones we can estimate the cluster bond
energy En, measured in K, as the tangent of slope for the ln(Wn) dependence on 1/T. An
example of this procedure is presented at Figure 4, where the graph for ln(W2) versus
1000/T is depicted for CO2 in the near critical range of temperatures between 270 and
312 K.
The graph seems to be pretty linear and shows that the dimer fraction obeys to the
Boltzmann law. But more detailed analysis shows a small nonlinearity resulting in a
temperature dependence of the pair bond energy, Figure 5. The temperature dependence of the pair bond energy is due to the anisotropy of the molecular interaction potential of the CO2 molecules [39].
The deviation of the E2(T) from E2av in this range of T is not more than 2%.

2.4. Estimation of the Cluster Fraction Equilibrium Constants
On dividing the Wn values by the bond energy REn, we receive the cluster fraction equilibrium constant Cun. Index “u” means that these equilibrium constants have been determined basing on the potential energy data. Figure 6 shows the CO2 dimer fraction's
equilibrium constant, found from its potential energy temperature dependence.
On dividing the Cu2 by Boltzmann factor exp(E2/T) we come to the attraction zone
volume V2 for a particle bound in a dimer. For the CO2 dimers V2 = 0.079 l/mol in the
range of temperatures 270 - 312 K. A small value of V2 for CO2, as compared to Noble
gases [19], results from an orientation of bonds in CO2 dimers, limiting the attraction
zone volume.

3. Chain Clusters in Carbon Dioxide
In all pure real gases near critical temperature and at densities smaller than one fifth of
43
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Figure 4. Estimation of the pair bond energy for dimers in the near critical Carbon Dioxide.
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Figure 5. The pair bond energy E2 (T) (thick blue line) and the average bond energy E2av = 340.6
K (thin red line) in Carbon Dioxide at temperatures 270 - 312 K.
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Figure 6. The CO2 dimer fraction’s equilibrium constant, found from its potential energy temperature dependence.

the critical density dominate linear chain clusters [32]. They are characterized by almost linear dependence of the W2/W2+ ratio versus Dm, Figure 7.
This linear dependence reflects a universal law of a new particle interaction with an
existing chain cluster at its attaching to end molecules of the chain [16] [32]. But more
careful analysis shows that this dependence is quadratic:
W2 W2+ =
1 − Vu Dm + k2 Dm2 ,
44
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Figure 7. A close to linear dependence of the W2/W2+ ratio on the Monomer fraction density Dm
in Carbon Dioxide at T = 300 K.

The quadratic term reflects a slight interaction of new molecule with the next molecules in the chain. The temperature dependences of the chain interaction volume Vu
and k2 in CO2 are shown at Figure 8.
Having found parameters of chain interaction Vu and k2, we can extrapolate the chain
clusters contribution W2+l in the W2+(T, Dm) function to larger densities, up to the critical density:

(

)

W2+l = W2 1 − Vu Dm + k2 Dm2 .

(8)

4. Large 3D Clusters in Carbon Dioxide
The W2+ − W2+l function reflects the contribution of large 3D clusters in W2+(T, Dm),
Figure 9.

4.1. Analytical Mass Spectrometry of 3D Clusters in CO2
Extra high nonlinearity of the W2+3D(T, Dm) function gives unstable results at a direct
series expansion by Dm. To estimate properties of 3D clusters we had to develop new
method of the step-by-step analysis of this function. First, we analyze the ln(W2+3D)
versus ln(Dm) dependence, Figure 10.
The lower part of the graph is almost linear. It reflects the contribution of the smallest 3D clusters in the potential energy. The tangent of slope for this part of the graph
we find as the minimum of the ln(W2+3D) by ln(Dm) first derivative. And we conclude
that the average number N13D of particles in the smallest 3D clusters equals to:

N13 D= 2 + min ( d ln (W2+3 D ) d ln ( Dm ) ) .

(9)

Figure 11 shows the estimations at different temperatures and the average value for
N13D.
Then we find the corresponding equilibrium coefficient:

C13 D = W2+3 D Dm( 13 D
N

−2 )

at Dm in the point of N13Dmin.

(10)

( N −2 )
to larger densities and exclude it from the
We extrapolate the function C13 D Dm 13 D
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Figure 8. The temperature dependences of the chain interaction volume Vu (thick blue line) and
100k2 (thin red line) in CO2.
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Figure 9. The contribution W2+3D of large 3D clusters in W2+ (T, Dm) in CO2 at T = 305 K.
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Figure 10. The ln (W2+3D) versus ln (Dm) dependence in CO2 at T = 305 K.
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Figure 11. Numbers of particles N13D of the smallest 3D clusters in CO2 estimated for different
temperatures (markers) and their average value (solid red line).
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W2+3D just to find the contribution of larger clusters. So, step-by-step we determine
numbers Nn3D of particles in all 3D clusters, Figure 12, and corresponding equilibrium
coefficients Cn3D.
As we see, the spread of results grows with the number n of the 3D cluster type. But,
nevertheless, we see a discrete row of particle numbers in 3D clusters. In other words,
near critical density we have a discrete row of dominating 3D clusters! The maximal
number of particles in 3D clusters grows with approaching the critical temperature,
where it exceeds 103.

4.2. Bond Energies of 3D Clusters
Temperature dependences of equilibrium coefficients Cn3D give us estimations for corresponding 3D cluster bond energies, Figure 13.
The numbers of particles Nn3D and bond energies En3D grow with the number n of the
3D cluster type nonlinearly, Figure 14.
But the bond energy En3D dependence on the number of particles Nn3D is almost linear with a coefficient 850 K per particle, Figure 15. If we compare this energy with the
pair interaction energy E2 = 340.6 K, estimated at Figure 4, we can state that in 3D CO2
clusters every particle has approximately 5 bonds with neighbors.
A large number of bonds per particle in 3D clusters explain the soluble power of the
gas-like supercritical fluids. So, dense gases with their density under the critical one
possess soluble power due to large share of particles included in 3D clusters.
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Figure 12. Numbers of particles Nn3D of first four types of 3D clusters in CO2 estimated for different temperatures (markers).
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Figure 13. Estimation of bond energies for first four types of 3D clusters in CO2.
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Figure 14. The numbers of particles Nn3D (blue rhomb markers) and bond energies En3D (red
round markers) in the first four types of 3D clusters in CO2.
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Figure 15. Almost linear dependence of the 3D clusters' bond energy on the number of particles.

5. Conclusions
• The Monomer fraction density based computerized analysis of precise data from
modern electronic thermophysical databases provides estimation of large 3D clusters’ characteristics in the near critical zone;
• The dominating types of 3D clusters in the near critical Carbon Dioxide possess a
discrete row of particle numbers with approximately 5 pair bonds per every particle;
• The power of the developed Analytical Mass Spectrometry method for large 3D
clusters will grow due to an inevitable growth of experimental thermophysical data
precision.
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